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2nd Floor Strathvale House,

90 North Church Street,
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LANTERN POINT 2 BED 2 BATH CONDO
Prospect, Spotts and Prospect, Cayman Islands
MLS# 416751

CI$495,000
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Nestled in the heart of Grand Cayman is a jewel waiting to be
discovered: a beautifully appointed unit in the prestigious Lantern
Point development. Situated on the tranquil second floor, this
two-bedroom, two-bathroom, fully furnished residence presents
an unparalleled blend of luxury and comfort, offering
breathtaking views that overlook the shimmering pool and
meticulously maintained communal gardens. Spanning a
generous space, this unit boasts two well-sized bedrooms and
two pristine bathrooms, designed with modern finishes and
attention to detail. The spacious balcony stands as an oasis for
relaxation, perfect for morning coffees or evening wind-downs, as
the gentle Caribbean breeze kisses your skin. Lantern Point isn't
just a residence; it's a lifestyle. The development prides itself on
offering residents a plethora of top-tier amenities. Dive into one
of the two pools, with one crafted to mirror the allure of a resort.
Fitness enthusiasts can find solace in the state-of-the-art
gymnasium, while tennis lovers can practice their swing on the
court available. Social gatherings find a home in the cozy
clubhouse, making community-building a breeze. Location, two
minutes drive, takes you to the bustling shops at Grand Harbour,
Hurley's, Harbour Walk, and the vibrant heart of George Town,
ensuring all your needs are catered to within ten minutes. Safety
and serenity go hand in hand at Lantern Point. The gated
community ensures peace of mind, with its beautifully manicured
grounds making it an ideal abode for families and pet owners.
Whether you're a budding professional, a growing family, or an
astute investor scouting for a prime property, this Lantern Point
unit promises to be a perfect fit. Embrace the allure of the
Cayman Islands at Lantern Point, where life is not just lived but
cherished. Don't let this fleeting opportunity pass; reach out for
an exclusive viewing. This is your moment to step into the
lifestyle you deserve. How do you want to live your life?

Essential Information

Type
Condominium (For
Sale)

Status
Current

MLS
416751

Listing Type
Condo

Key Details

Block & Parcel
23C,99REM1H40

Den
No

Year Built
2008

Pets Allowed
Yes
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Additional Feature
Foundation
Slab

Floor Level
2

Property Feature

Furnished


